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DEVELOPMENT OF A PROTON RADIOGRAPHIC SYSTRM FOR DLAGNOSIS
AND LOCALIZATION OF SOFT-TISSUE ABNORMALITIES - FINAL REPORT

—
by

Kenneth M. Hanson

ABSTUCT

The resulta of a project to develop a proton computed
tomographic (CT) scanning system are reviewed. A high-
quslity proton CT reconstruction is presented which verifies
the substantial dose advantage protona poaaesa over x rays
in obtaining CT reconstructions of equivalent density reso-
lut ion. Furthermore, the unusual aapects of CT reconstruction

noise are diacuased. Modifications to the Moli&e theory of
multiple Coulomb scattering are described.
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I. INTRODUCTION

This document represents the final report on a

two-year project funded under the Los Alamos Scien-

tific Laboratory New Research Initiativea Program.

The purpose of the project waa to develop a practi-

cal proton computed tomographic (CT) system at LANPF

for diagnosing and localizing soft-tissue abnormel–

ities. We will discuss dose calculations for proton

and X-ray CT seamers which predict a substantial

dose advantage for protons over X rays. A subse-

quent experimental implementation of a proton CT

scanner at LAMPF produced CT reconstructions with

density resolution comparable to state-of-the-art

commercial X-ray scanners at reduced dose. Further-

more, we will discuss the peculiar characteristics

of the noise in CT reconstructions which were elu-

cidated in the course of this project as well as

modification to the Moli&e theory of multiple

Coulomb scattering.

11. RECONSTRUCTION ALGORITHMS AND CT NOISE

Several reconstruction algorithms have been im-

plemented on the CDC7600 computer under the LTSS and

CROS operating systems. Of the reconstruction algo-

rithms investigated, our version of the well-known

filtered backprojection algorithm has proven to be

the beat for reconstruction from a large number

(> 100) of equally spaced views covering a full 180”

field of view. We have incorporated Fourier inter-

polation between projection samples in the backpro-

jection process avoiding the more usual linear inter-

polation which is time consuming. Another algorithm

developed at LASL waa that of Fourier interpolation

in which the 2-D Fourier transform of the image la

obtained directly from the Fourier transforms of the

projections. This algorithm proved to produce

severe artifacta in the presence of large-density

anomalies,making it unsuitable for use.

The general-purpose SNARK program from SUNY

(Buffalo) haa been implemented on the CDC7600. In-

cluded in this program are several versions of the

algebraic reconstruction technique (ART) which ob-

tain the reconstruction by iteration. The ART re-

construction algorithms are well suited to situationa

in which there are a limited number of projections

or a limited field of view. It was hoped that the

ART algorithms would allow us to improve the spatial

resolution attainable with a proton CT scanner. How-

ever our experience with the ART routinea haa indica-

ted that the spatial resolution achieved by them la

worse than that obtained with the filtered backpro-

jection algorithm even with perfect projection data.

Furthermore, the ART routines were found to be di-

vergent in the presence of noise as the number of

iteration increased. Thus, these algorithms were



dropped in favor of filtered backprojection for the

purpose of reconstruction of the proton CT data.

The FR-80 and VIDS display systems at the Cen-

tral Computing Facility have been used to provide

gray scale photographs of the reconstructions. Such

pictures represent a vast improvement over the esr-

lier isometric plots in picking out details in the

images.

An interesting aspect cohceming the noise found

in CT reconstruction was uncovered by Riederer, Pelt,

1
and Chesler. They found that the process of recon-

struction suppresses the low-frequency components of

the noise present in the projection data. This im-

plies a long-range negative correlation in the CT

noise, provided the projection noise is uncorrelated

(white). The effect of this type of noise on the

detection capability of the human observer was in-
2

vestl.gated by the author. It was found that the

human eye requires a higher signal-to-noise ratio

(SNR) to detect circular objects in the presence of

CT noise than In the presence of white noise. Spa-

tial smoothing of the CT images was found to improve

the detection of large circles. These preliminary

results, if borne out by subsequent investigation,

would indicate the existence of a rather interesting

feature of the human obsener and may well have con-

sequences for CT diagnostic techniques. The noise

present in reconstructions from an EMI 5005 scanner

was shown3 to conform with the properties described

in reference 2. Recent interest in the application
4

of decision theory to radiographical images invites

extension to CT images. Signal detection theory may

well provide a basis for optimization of reconstruc-

tion algorithms with respect to an “optimum receiv-

er.”s

111. DOSE CALCULATIONS

In the CT method, the two-dimensional density

distribution of a specimen is reconstructed from

integrated density (Jpdx) distributions taken through

that section at various angles. The proton CT tech-

nique consists of obtatiing the integrated density

distributions,or projections, by measuring the energy

lost by protons which traverse the specimen. The un-

certainty in the integrated density is determined

by the statistical fluctuations which occur in the

energy loss process, commonly called straggling. If

the energy lost by the proton is experimentally

determined by meaauring the reqidual range of the

exiting proton in some specified material, the un-

certainty in the integrated density is given by

the range straggling. Thus, a single 190-MeV pro-

ton, which has a range of 23.6 g/cm2 in water, can

provide integrated density to an accuracy of 0.28
26

glcm .

In order to explore the usefulness of protons

in reducing the dose required to obtain a given re-

construction quality, we have computed the dose

needed to produce a reconstruction similar to that

7obtained by the updated EMI head scanner. It was

assumed that a 1.3-cm-thick slice within a specimen

is to be examined with picture elements of dimension

1.5 mmx 1.5 mm. The density resolution desired is

0.4% per picture element.

Uae of the Shepp and Logan reconstruction algo-
8

rithm was assumed in the noise calculation. It was

alao assumed that the projection measurement are

taken from a full 360° range of angles. The proton

dose was determined from the ionization energy loss.

A correction was made for the fraction of incident

protons which undergo nuclear interaction rendering

them unusable in the energy loss measurement. The

X-ray dose was calculated on the basis of the energy

9
absorption coefficient, the backscatter factor and

the depth-dose relation.
10

A monoenergetic X-ray

beam was aasumed. Figures 1 and 2 show the depen-

dence of the required proton and X-ray dose, res-

pectively, upon the particle energy for 10-cm, 20-cm

and 30-cm examination diameters. Table 1 summarizes

the doses at the optimum particle energies. It Is

aPParent that protons could provide the same density

information aa monochromatic X raya with a reduction

of the dose by a factor of 3.9 for a 20-cm-diameter

specimen and a factor of 8.2 for a 30-cm specimen.

Iv. MULTIPLE COULOMR SCATTERING AND SPATIAL
RESOLUTION

The intrinsic spatial resolution attainable in

proton radiography is limited by the multiple Cou-

lomb scattering that protons undergo aa they pass

through the specimen. The theory of multiple scat-

tering effects in low-Z materials (of which animal

tissue is composed) had not been correctly developed.

Although the Moli&e theory
11

ia atraightforward,

its application had become confused in recent years

by the introduction of an incorrect center-of-msas

2
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X-RAY ENERGY(keV)

Fig. 2 Same as Figure 1 except for monoenergetic

X-Ray Doses Required
Elements for a 13 mm

X rays.

to Obtain a 0.4% Density Resolution
Thick Section of Water-Like Material

PROTONS x RAYS PROTON DOSE
PATH LRNGTH,P ENERGY SURFACE DOSE ZNERGY SURFACE DOSE ADVANTAGE

Qs!L ( rad)

55 0.026 2.5

80 0.12 3.9

100 0.53 8.2

J13ki- @.e!?L (rad)

10 130 0.010

20 190 0.032

30 230 0.065

transformation to explain discrepancies between the

theory and experimental results obtained with 600

MeV protons for several low Z-elements.
12

Consider-

able attention was paid to this problem because of

its importance to proton radiography and pion ther-

aPY as well as to several other LAMPF experiments.

It was found that the major discrepancies obsewed

with 600-MeV protons were resolved by inclusion of

the inelastic scattering of the projectile by the

atomic electrons. This was calculated for the

Moli&e theory in 1953 by Fano.
13

Recent atomic form

factors14 and Incoherent scattering functions were

used to obtain screening parameters for the Moli&e

theory which represent an improvement over Molizre’a

calculations based on the Themes-Fermi model. A

direct relation between the multiple Coulomb

scattering theory parameters and the definition of

the radiation length
15

was discovered which led to

the proper form for the screening correction. It

was also found that the above-mentioned atomic form

factors yielded radiation lengths which differ from
15

a recent tabulation by Tsai by more than 1% for

many elements. The above results will be described

in more detail in a publication in preparation.

An experimental test of the modified Moli&e

theory was performed on the EPICS channel at LAMPF

in collaboration with W. J. Braithwaite, C. L.

Morris, A. W. Obst, E. Smith, and H. A. Thiessen.

Data were taken with incident pions, muons,and elec-

trons at a single beam momentum of 151 MeV/c. The

targets used included lithium, beryllium, carbon,

alumlnum, copper,and lead. Figure 3 shows

3
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Fig. 3. Comparison between the measured projected
angle distribution and that predicted by
the modified Moli&e theory of multiple
Coulomb scattering.

+
preliminary reaulte obtained forp multiple scat-

tering in carbon. It is seen that there is excel-..

lent agreement with the prediction of the modified

Moli~re theory. The data clearly ahow the transition

from a simple Gauasian distribution to that of plu-

ral scattering for angles larger than 50 mrad. Over

50,000 events were accumulated for each particle-

target combination. It is expected that the analy-

ais of these data will result in measurements of the

width of the multiple scattering distributions which

are accurate to about 1%.

The Moli&e theory incorporating the improvem-

ents discussed above has been used to determine the

spatial spreading of a pencil beam of protons aa it

paaaes through tissue. At any depth the central and

major portion of the displacement distribution pre-

dicted by the Moli&e theory may be approximated by

a Gausaian distribution. The correction to the usual

ROasiformulJ’ for multiple scattering in water Is

shown in Figure 4 as a function of the thickness of

water. Table II gives equivalent Gaussian widths

for the incident proton energies that would be used

to examine 20- and 30-cm-thick specimens. These

widths represent tranaverae spatial resolution at

the specified depth if the position of the protons

1 I I I I ,.

I ,,,,,1 ,,,,,1 ,,,,,1 ,.,0.1 J
O.ooa 0.001 0.01 a lo 10

x/xfJ

Fig. 4. Correction to Roasi multiple Coulomb scat-
tering formula for effective rma polar
angle for water as a function of thickness
in radiation lengtha (Xo).

‘rARLE 11

Root Mean Square Transverse Displacement
17

of Protons in ICRU Muscle of Unit Density

PROTON ENERGY DEPTH RMS RESOLUTION
(MeV) * mm)

190 10 1.2

20 3.8

230 15 1.9

30 5.9

were measured only at the entrance to the specimen.

A comparison of the resolutions given in Table

11 with the rms resolution of present commercial

scanners, approximately 1 mm, points to a need to

improve the spatial resolution obtainable with pro-

tons. One method for obtaining such an improvement

is to meaaure the position of the protons as they

exit from the specimen. Another poaaible approach

would be to use heavier charged particles such as
18

alpha particlea.

v. EXPERIMENTAL IMPLEMENTATION

An experiment waa performed on the P3 West

channel at LAMPF to demnnatrate the feasibility of

obtaining highquality CT scans with protons. The

approach taken in this experiment was to produce a

CT reconstruction with the best density resolution

possible with “conventional” detectors and electro-

nics within a reasonable data acquisition period.

The experimental layout ia shown schematically

in Figure 5. A specially developed tune of the P3

t

●
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Fig. 5. Schematic layout of proton tomography
experiment.

channel provided protons in a momentum bite of 0.2%

with a 1.6-mm-wide by 3-mm-high beam spot. The

energy lost by each proton was determined from the

measurement of the residual proton energy with a

hyperpure germanium (HPGe) detector. The HPGe de-

tector was chosen for this experiment on the basis

of its excellent gain stability. The HPGe detector

had a diameter of 3.3 cm and a thickness of 1.25 cm.

The event trigger waa obtained from the two scin-

tillation counters, S1 and S2. s2, with an active

diameter of 2 cm, restricted the events to the cen-

tral region in the HPGe detector. A delay line

readout proportional chamber PC, waa used to measure

the transverse deflection of each proton at the exit

of the water bath. During the measurements the

phantom was moved across the beam line under the com-

puter control. At the end of each traverse, the

phantom was rotated by computer command before a

new traverse was begun. The use of buffered CAMAC

analog-to-digital converters allowed us to acquire

data at an average rate of 740 events per sec with

50% deadtime. Further experimental details are pre-

sented in reference 19.

It was demonstrated during the course of data

taking that the experimental method had sufficient

stability to produce high quali?y tomograms. Spe-

cifically, the systematic uncertainty in measure-

ments taken over lo-minute periods was found to be

approximately 0.003 g/cm2 for a 23-g/cm2-thick piece

of polyethylene. Data were also taken for two dif-

ferent types of proton detector: (a) a total energy

plastic scintillation counter and (b) a range tele-

scope composed of ten 2.7-mm-thick plastic scintil-

lators. These data will be analyzed to determine

the suitability of these types of detectors to a

more practical (faster) proton scanner.

A complete set of scan data was taken for both

a 20-cm-and a 30-cm-diameter phantom. sixty-two

and a half million events were obtained for the

30-cm phantom in a total running time of 45 hours.

The average dose, calculated for a l-cm-thick slice

in a series of scans was 0.6 rad. This dose is

based on the number of incident protons needed to

produce 62.5 million good eventa in the experimental

geometry used. In Figure 6 the reconstruction of the

30-cm-diameter phantom obtained with the proton data

is compared with one obtained with an EMI 5005 X-ray

scanner operated in the faat (20-aec) scan mode. The

average dose for the EMI scanner is about 2.2 rad.

The reconstruction from the proton data made use of

the measured proton exit position in order to improve

spatial resolution.

In the reconstructions the bottom set of circles

provides a means of comparing the low-contrast reso-

lution of these scans. These circles represent a

contrast of 1.8% with respect to the background

material. It can be seen that the low_contraat re-

solution of the proton scan ia somewhat better in

the proton scan than in the X-ray scanner at a dose

which is nearly 4 times less. This dose advantage

is in rough agreement with the dose calculations

when one takes into account that in the present ex-

periment half the protons reaching S1 were not used

because they fell outside S2.

Another interesting feature of the comparison

between the proton and X-ray scans is that the X-ray

scan ia decidedly darker in the center than at the

edge of the phantom. ‘rhis variation in reconstructed

density is due to the well-known beam hardening arti-

fact which ariaes from the use of a polychromatic

X-ray beam. Protons have the advantage that they

are not subject to this type of artifact.

The spatial resolving power of the EMI 5005

5



6a

Figs. 6a

measured

6b

and 6b. CT reconstruction of the 30-cM
phantom obtained with a) protona at a equi-
valent average dose of 0.6 rads in a l-cm
thick slice and b) EMI 5005 X-ray scanner
at 2.2 rada.

with the high-contrast ( .- 15%) resolution

portion of the 30-cm phantom is 1.5 mm. This is

somewhat better than that achieved with protons,

2.25 mm. However, it is not clear that this im-

proved spatial resoltuion is advantageous in the

presence of a finite noise level, at leaat for the

detection of lowcontrast lesions.
2

VI. FUTURE POSSIBILITIES

Although the proton scan displayed in Fig. 6a

took 45 houra to perform, it appears eminently

fmaible to build a proton scanner that could

acquire events at a rate in excess of 1 MHz. Such

a seamer would uae a scintillation counter range

telescope and faat logic to determine proton posi-

tion and residual range. The data acquisition could

be accomplished through the uae of special purpose

buffered CAMAC modules and a fast CAMAC crate con-

troller.
20

At a 1-MHz data rate, the scan shown in

Fig. 6a could be done in 1 minute. At LAMPF, with

a duty cycle of 6%, the scan would take about 20

minutes.

The decision to pursue proton CT ecanners must

be based, In part, on the image contraat of abnormal

relative to normal tissue as determined by protons.

This proton contraat should be compared to the cor-

responding X-ray contrast to determine overall ef-

fective dose advantage of protons relative to X raya.

Dr. Steward, a radiologist at the University of Chi-

cago, has seen several cases in which standard pro-

“ton radiography with film has revealed abnormal

tissue in autopay specimens which could not be vi-
21

sualized with standard X-ray radiography. This is

encouraging but his data must be analyzed h detail

to detersrlne whether the advantage of protona in

these cases ia principally due to the higher overall

contrast in the proton images (thus overcoming the

detection threshold of the eye) or is due to in-

creased stopping power contrast between the two

typea of tissue.

VII. SUMMARY

Of the several reconstruction algorithms in-

vestigated, the filtered backprojection algorithm

waa chosen to be most appropriate for a large number

of equally spaced views. The peculiar characteris-

tics of the type of noise present In CT reconstruc-

tions were explored. The effect of this type of

noise on detectability by human observers was stu-

died. Improvements were made in the Moli&e theory

of multiple Coulomb scattering. The calculated d08e

advantage of protone over X raya in computed tomo-

graphy was substantiated experimentally. Proton CT

scans were performed which resulted in reconatruc-

tiona of quality comparable to those produced by

present-day commercial X-ray scanners. It is con-

cluded that the construction of a 20-minute proton

.ecamer at LAMPF would be feasible.

6
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